
MINUTES
CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

October 16, 2020

1 The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met by Teams teleconference
2 on October 16, 2020. The meeting was open to the public.
3 Participants included Judge Robert Michael Dow, Jr., Chair, and
4 Committee members Judge Jennifer C. Boal; Hon. Jeffrey B. Clark;
5 Judge Joan N. Ericksen; Judge Kent A. Jordan; Justice Thomas R.
6 Lee; Judge Sara Lioi; Judge Brian Morris; Judge Robin L. Rosenberg;
7 Virginia A. Seitz, Esq.; Joseph M. Sellers, Esq.; Dean A. Benjamin
8 Spencer; Ariana Tadler, Esq.; and Helen E. Witt, Esq. Incoming
9 Committee members David Burman, Esq., and Judge David Godbey, also

10 attended. Professor Edward H. Cooper participated as Reporter, and
11 Professor Richard L. Marcus participated as Associate Reporter.
12 Judge John D. Bates, Chair; Catherine T. Struve, Reporter;
13 Professor Daniel R. Coquillette, Consultant; and Peter D. Keisler,
14 Esq., represented the Standing Committee. Judge A. Benjamin Goldgar
15 participated as liaison from the Bankruptcy Rules Committee.
16 Professor Daniel J. Capra participated as liaison to the CARES Act
17 Subcommittees. Susan Soong, Esq., participated as Clerk
18 Representative. The Department of Justice was further represented
19 by Joshua E. Gardner, Esq. Rebecca A. Womeldorf, Esq., Julie
20 Wilson, Esq., Kevin Crenny, Esq., and Bridget M. Healy, Esq.,
21 represented the Rules Committee Staff. John S. Cooke, Director, Dr.
22 Emery G. Lee, and Jason Cantone, Esq., represented the Federal
23 Judicial Center.

24 Members of the public who joined the meeting are identified in
25 the attached Teams attendance list.

26 Judge Dow opened the meeting by noting that there is a long
27 agenda, and with messages of thanks and welcome.

28 The Administrative Office staff were thanked for all the work
29 in arranging, training members in, and monitoring the wonders of
30 technology that make a remote meeting possible. Preparation for
31 this first meeting as chair showed that the work of assembling the
32 agenda book is more challenging than would have been imagined.

33 The next meeting will likely be scheduled for some time during
34 the week of March 22 - 26, 2021. Perhaps it will be possible to
35 resume meeting in person.

36 In the ranks of comings and goings, Judge Bates counts for
37 both. He is leaving our Committee, but will continue to be involved
38 with the work in his new role as Chair of the Standing Committee.
39 The Chief Justice “kept him for us.”

40 Virginia Seitz has provided great help as a veteran of many
41 subcommittees. Judge Goldgar has been a friend for long before he
42 or Judge Goldgar became judges, and is “my bankruptcy guru.”
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43 New members are Judge David Godbey, Northern District of
44 Texas, and David Burman, Esq., of Perkins Coie in Seattle. They are
45 engaging with this meeting while pandemic-related delays have
46 forestalled completion of the process that will establish full
47 voting status. They are welcome additions.

48 The new “rules clerk” is Kevin Crenny. The Committee will make
49 as much use of his talents as it can manage in the competition with
50 other committees.

51 Professor Capra, Reporter for the Evidence Rules Committee,
52 has taken on new responsibilities as coordinator of the CARES Act
53 Subcommittees established by the other four advisory committees. He
54 has provided invaluable service in coordinating their approaches
55 and moving divergence toward convergence.

56 Judge Dow reported on the June meeting of the Standing
57 Committee. The CARES Act was a major topic of discussion. The
58 proposal that the new diversity disclosure rule, Rule 7.1(a)(2) be
59 recommended for adoption was remanded for further consideration of
60 the provision that attempts to direct the parties’ attention to the
61 need to provide information about citizenships as they exist at the
62 moment that controls the existence of complete diversity. That
63 question is on today’s agenda. The proposals to amend Rule 12(a)(4)
64 and to adopt Social Security review rules were approved for
65 publication. Approval marked the success of long and hard work by
66 the Social Security Review Subcommittee.

67 Legislative Report

68 Julie Wilson reviewed the chart of pending legislation that
69 would affect one or another of the sets of rules. The only new
70 event since the report last April is passage of the Due Process
71 Protections Act, which adds a new subdivision (f) to Criminal
72 Rule 5. The bill awaits the President’s signature.

73 The many other bills summarized on the chart may lapse without
74 further action when this Congress expires and gives way to a new
75 Congress next January.

76 April 2020 Minutes

77 The draft Minutes for the April 1, 2020 Committee meeting were
78 approved without dissent, subject to correction of typographical
79 and similar errors.

80 Rule 7.1

81 The remand of Rule 7.1 by the Standing Committee was
82 introduced by a summary of the provision that proved troublesome.
83 Proposed new Rule 7.1(a)(2) requires a statement that, in actions
84 in which jurisdiction is based on diversity under 28 U.S.C.
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85 § 1332(a), a party or intervenor must name and identify the
86 citizenship of every individual or entity whose citizenship is
87 attributed to that party or intervenor. The immediate impetus for
88 the proposal, which reflects current practice in many courts, is to
89 reflect the rule that for diversity purposes the citizenship of an
90 LLC is the citizenship of all of its owners, including citizenships
91 that are attributed to an owner. The proposal reaches beyond LLCs,
92 however, to include every situation in which a nonparty’s
93 citizenship is attributed to a party for the determination whether
94 there is complete diversity.

95 The published proposal called for disclosure of citizenships
96 “at the time the action is filed.” Several public comments
97 suggested that defendants often remove state-court actions without
98 giving adequate thought to the complexities of attribution rules,
99 and that the rule should be revised to point to the time of

100 removal. The draft considered at the April meeting looked to
101 disclosure “at the time the action is filed in, or removed to,
102 federal court.” Discussion of this draft pointed out that it
103 remained incomplete. The rules that measure the existence of
104 complete diversity for establishing or defeating jurisdiction
105 occasionally look to a time different from the time of initial
106 filing or removal. The draft was revised to reflect this
107 complication.

108 The proposal taken to the Standing Committee called for
109 disclosure of citizenships attributed to a party:

110 (A) at the time the action is filed in or removed to
111 federal court; or
112 (B) at another time that may be relevant to determining
113 the court’s jurisdiction.

114 The Standing Committee was concerned that some lawyers are not
115 sophisticated students of the somewhat obscure elaborations of the
116 rules that may require a determination of citizenships at a time
117 different from filing the action or removing it; “at another time
118 that may be relevant” was intended to point lawyers toward the need
119 to be alert to these rules. But this provision might provoke many
120 lawyers to engage in unnecessary research in the vast majority of
121 cases in which diversity is established or defeated at the time of
122 first filing or removal.

123 A somewhat different concern also was raised. The requirement
124 to disclose citizenships “at the time[s]” described in
125 subparagraphs (A) and (B) might be mistaken as speaking only to the
126 time for making the disclosure, not to the “time” of the
127 citizenships that must be disclosed. Although this mistake should
128 not be made, thought might be given to adding a redundant but
129 perhaps helpful cross-reference to the provisions of Rule 7.1(b)
130 that govern the time for making a Rule 7.1 disclosure:
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131 * * * a party or intervenor must, unless the
132 court orders otherwise, file at the time set
133 by Rule 7.1(b) a disclosure statement * * *

134 Although there should be no mistaking the meaning of the rule
135 without these words, good drafting may at times be improved by
136 adding redundant words for the benefit of those who will not read
137 carefully. This question will be presented to the Committee for
138 further consideration by e-mail exchanges after this meeting
139 concludes if warranted by new rule text.

140 The simplest way to address the potential confusion that
141 troubled the Standing Committee would be to eliminate any reference
142 to the time of the attributed citizenships that must be considered
143 in measuring complete diversity. A rule that refers only to the
144 time of initial filing, or to the time of initial filing and the
145 time of removal, would be incomplete and could divert attention
146 from the need to consider additional or renewed disclosures when
147 diversity must be measured as of a time different from initial
148 filing or removal. No rule could set out all the diversity rules as
149 they stand now, much less as they may be further elaborated in the
150 future. Nor can an Enabling Act rule modify any part of the rules
151 of subject-matter jurisdiction. And any general formula that
152 adverts to the need to consult the diversity rules is likely to be
153 subject to the same risks as “relevant to determining the court’s
154 jurisdiction.”

155 A committee member suggested that it is important to retain
156 rule text that signals the need to consider the rules that in some
157 cases require that jurisdiction be measured by citizenships as they
158 exist at some time other than filing or removal. This proposal
159 read: 

160 (A) at the time the action is filed in or removed to
161 federal court; or
162 (B)  at any other time that controls the determination
163 of jurisdiction.

164 The member who advanced this proposal explained that the “any
165 other relevant time” approach seems misleading on its face. The
166 Committee Note explains it, but we cannot expect that people will
167 read the note. Still, it will help to retain an improved version of
168 the reminder to think about the diversity rules. The Standing
169 Committee was worried about forcing parties to do unnecessary work
170 in researching diversity jurisdiction lore, but most cases are
171 simple and will not prod the parties into research they do not
172 need.

173 Discussion began by considering whether this revised
174 formulation of subparagraph (B) would allay the Standing
175 Committee’s concerns. It is more direct than “may be relevant to
176 determining.” It clearly identifies “time” as part of the diversity
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177 calculation, not the procedural matter of the time to make
178 disclosure. But “the easier way” would be to delete subparagraph
179 (B) entirely. “Advocacy would be required” to advance any likely
180 version of subparagraph (B).

181 The next observation was that it is important to have a
182 diversity disclosure rule. It is not as important to provide a
183 reminder in rule text that the rules for determining complete
184 diversity are not always simple. A rule shorn of subparagraph (B) 
185 will capture almost all cases. The same view was expressed by
186 another participant. “Doing something is important. Subparagraph
187 (B) is designed to pick up the rare and complicated cases.” It
188 should not be allowed to impede adoption of a disclosure rule that
189 is needed because lawyers do miss the need to consider citizenships
190 attributed to an LLC.

191 These initial observations were followed by the suggestion
192 that whatever version emerges as the Committee’s first choice, it
193 will be important to present both alternatives to the Standing
194 Committee. That is particularly so if the preferred version
195 includes some version of subparagraph (B).

196 A new question was raised by asking whether the “or” between
197 subparagraphs (A) and (B) should be “and.” Disclosures should begin
198 at the time of filing or removal. Subparagraph (B) addresses the
199 possibility that an additional disclosure will be needed as an
200 action progresses through intervention, other changes of parties,
201 and the like. The style convention directs that “or” includes
202 “and,” but (B) seems likely to be always an addition, not an
203 alternative. Other committee members supported “and.” “or” may seem
204 to send a signal that once a party has made a disclosure, the
205 requirement is satisfied and need not be considered again.
206 Disclosure is a continuing obligation because the rules that
207 control subject-matter jurisdiction demand continuing inquiry. But
208 “or” also was supported by the observation that new circumstances
209 should not require a renewed disclosure of circumstances that have
210 not changed since a first disclosure. For example, a plaintiff who
211 has filed a diversity disclosure and later amends to join a new
212 defendant should not have to file a second disclosure if its
213 citizenships have not changed.

214 Concerns were expressed about the approach that would discard
215 both subparagraphs (A) and (B). It could force more legal analysis
216 by those who are uncertain about the rules for determining
217 diversity jurisdiction. Retaining both subparagraphs will alert
218 people to the nuances of subject-matter jurisdiction rules that
219 allow no shortcuts. It is important to draft the best possible
220 version of subparagraph (B) and then undertake to persuade the
221 Standing Committee to accept it. Other committee members agreed
222 that “the more detail the better,” and that this “is too important
223 an issue” to avoid spelling it out in detail. At the same time, “it
224 is imperative to have clarity.”
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225 This strong consensus of many committee members was found to
226 support going back to the Standing Committee with some version of
227 subparagraph (B). However (B) comes to be drafted, it will be only
228 an incremental change from the version that raised doubts in the
229 Standing Committee. But the care taken in discussing and revising
230 the proposal justify taking it back to the Standing Committee.

231 Further discussion focused on revising subparagraph (B). “any
232 other time that controls the determination of jurisdiction” was
233 questioned: it is not time but the court that determines
234 jurisdiction. “time of the citizenship that establishes”
235 jurisdiction was suggested as an alternative. Or perhaps “that
236 establishes whether there is jurisdiction.

237 Alternatives using “relevant” were brought back to the
238 discussion. One formulation called for disclosure of citizenships
239 attributed to a party “whenever relevant to determining the court’s
240 jurisdiction, including the time the action is filed in or removed
241 to federal court.” Why shy away from “relevant”? This formulation
242 also addresses the “and - or” choice. Parties tend to shy away from
243 revealing the owners of LLCs, and this imposes a clear continuing
244 burden.

245 A judge suggested that the language should key to events that
246 affect jurisdiction. Further disclosure is required if you create
247 an event that affects jurisdiction. This language could do that:

248 * * * must file a disclosure statement * * * when:
249 (A) the action is filed in or removed to federal court,
250 and
251 (B) any subsequent event occurs that could affect the
252 court’s jurisdiction.

253 With brief further discussion, the Committee agreed
254 unanimously on this version.

255 Presenting this version to the Standing Committee must take
256 account of their concern with the “relevant to” version of
257 subparagraph (B). They may have similar concerns with the new
258 version, even though the focus on a “subsequent event” sends a
259 clear signal that in most cases there will be no occasion to look
260 beyond the time the action is filed in federal court or removed to
261 it. It will be important to provide as an alternative, although
262 without recommending it, the second-best approach that discards
263 both subparagraphs (A) and (B).

264 It remains to be determined whether to report this proposal to
265 the Standing Committee at its January meeting or to wait for its
266 spring meeting. The choice will be made by the Committee Chair in
267 consultation with the Standing Committee Chair.

268 Rule 12(a)
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269 Rule 12(a) establishes the times for serving a responsive
270 pleading. Paragraph 12(a)(1) begins by deferring to statutes that
271 set different times: “Unless another time is specified by this rule
272 or a federal statute * * *.” This qualification does not appear in
273 either of the next paragraphs, (2) and (3). It is clear, however,
274 that there are federal statutes that set different times than
275 paragraph (2) for some actions brought against the United States or
276 its agencies or officers or employees sued in an official capacity.
277 No statutes have yet been uncovered that set a different time than
278 paragraph (3) for an action against a United States officer or
279 employee sued in an individual capacity.

280 Although it might be argued that the provision in paragraph
281 (1) that recognizes different statutory times carries over to
282 paragraphs (2) and (3), that is not the way the rule is structured.
283 Nor is it wise to rely on this argument. Reading Rule 12(a) in this
284 way to achieve a sound result would pave the way for disregarding
285 clear drafting in other rules.

286 It is easy to draft a correction. The provision for federal
287 statutes could be moved into subdivision (a) so that it applies to
288 all of paragraphs (1), (2), and (3):

289 (a) TIME TO SERVE A RESPONSIVE PLEADING. (1)In General. Unless
290 another time is specified by this rule or a federal
291 statute, the time for serving a responsive pleading
292 is as follows:
293 (1) In General.
294 (A) a defendant must serve an answer * * *.

295 Discussion of this question at the April meeting came to a
296 close balance. The present text is wrong at least as to paragraph
297 (2). The Freedom of Information Act and Government in the Sunshine
298 Act both establish a 30-day time to respond, not the general 60-day
299 period set out in paragraph (2). There is no reason to supersede
300 these statutes. It is better to make rule text as accurate as it
301 can be made.

302 The question is somewhat different as to paragraph (3) because
303 no statutes that set a different time have been found. But such
304 statutes may exist now, or may be enacted in the future. Here too,
305 there is no reason to supersede these statutes, nor to encounter
306 whatever risks that might arise from the rule that a valid rule
307 supersedes an earlier statute while a valid rule is superseded by
308 a later statute. Including paragraph (3) in the general provision
309 will do no harm if there is not, and never will be, an inconsistent
310 statute. And including it is desirable in the event of any
311 inconsistent statute.

312 The counter consideration is the familiar question whether it
313 is appropriate to address every identifiable rule mishap by
314 corrective amendment. A continuous flow of minor or exotic
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315 amendments may seem a flood to bench and bar, and distract
316 attention from more important amendments. This consideration
317 conduces to proposing changes only when there is some evidence that
318 a misadventure in rule text causes problems in the real world.

319 This topic was brought to the agenda by a lawyer who
320 encountered difficulty in persuading a court clerk to issue a
321 summons providing a 30-day response time in a Freedom of
322 Information Act action. The clerk was ultimately persuaded. The
323 Department of Justice said in April that it is familiar with the
324 statutes, and honors them, but that it often asks for an extension,
325 and particularly seeks an extension in actions that involve both
326 FOIA claims and other claims that are not subject to a 30-day
327 response time. From their perspective, paragraph (2) does not
328 present a problem.

329 Discussion began with the observation that Rule 15(a)(3) also
330 governs the time to respond to an amended pleading. But this does
331 not seem to conflict with the federal statute question presented by
332 Rule 12(a). Rule 15(a)(3) simply calls for a responsive pleading
333 “within the time remaining to respond to the original pleading or
334 within 14 days after service of the amended pleading, whichever is
335 later.” If more than 14 days remain in the time set by Rule 12(a),
336 including its incorporation of different statutory times, Rule 
337 15(a)(3) makes no difference. If fewer than 14 days remain, Rule
338 15(a)(3) extends the time.

339 The Department of Justice renewed the observations made at the
340 April meeting. There is no need to fix this minor break in the rule
341 text. There is a risk that if the change is made, a court might be
342 misled as to its discretion to extend the time to respond to a FOIA
343 claim in cases that combine FOIA claims with other claims that are
344 subject to the 60-day response time. The Committee Note to an
345 amended rule could say that the amendment merely fixes a technical
346 problem and does not affect the court’s discretion, but “we welcome
347 the chance for a longer period in resource-constrained cases.”
348 Another committee member agreed with this view.

349 The contrary view was expressed. If there is a chance that
350 this is tripping people up, why not fix it? It does seem a mistake
351 in the rule text that deserves correction.

352 This view was questioned by suggesting that the problem
353 described by the Department of Justice is a bigger one than the
354 inconvenience described by the lawyer who brought this problem to
355 us. It is nice to make the rules as perfect as can be, but “I don’t
356 like to create problems for the Department of Justice to fix what
357 may be a rare problem for plaintiffs.”

358 A proponent of amending Rule 12(a) suggested that the question
359 is close. But the problem described by the Department of Justice
360 does not seem real. The Department position was renewed in reply.
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361 “Inherently, it’s a prediction. We have no experience with the
362 proposed rule.” But a number of career Department lawyers are
363 concerned. “Hybrid” cases do arise with both a shorter statutory
364 period and the longer Rule 12(a)(2) period. This is a “predictive
365 point.”

366 The proposed amendment failed of adoption by an equally
367 divided vote of 6 committee members for, and 6 against. The
368 proposal will be carried forward for further consideration at the
369 March meeting.

370 CARES Act Subcommittee Report

371 Judge Jordan presented the report of the CARES Act
372 Subcommittee that was appointed to take up the invitation in
373 § 15002(b)(6) of the CARES Act to “consider rules amendments * * *
374 that address emergency measures that may be taken by the Federal
375 Courts when the President declares a national emergency * * *.” He
376 began by expressing admiration and thanks for the hard, constant,
377 and imaginative work of subcommittee members Boal, Lioi, and
378 Sellers, and of the Administrative Office staff and the reporters.
379 Judge Bates and Judge Campbell provided useful insights. Professor
380 Capra was closely involved but was respectful of the subcommittee’s
381 role in working through differences with the approaches taken by
382 the parallel subcommittees for the Appellate, Bankruptcy, and
383 Criminal Rules Committees.

384 The first question is whether we need a general emergency
385 rules provision in the Civil Rules. The CARES Act directs us to
386 consider rules amendments, but does not say that any must be
387 proposed.

388 The time frame for this work is set for all advisory
389 committees. Draft emergency rules are to be presented to the
390 Standing Committee in January for general and comparative
391 discussion. The goal is to have each advisory committee propose
392 rules drafts for publication at the spring meeting of the Standing
393 Committee. Subcommittee work will continue during the weeks that
394 lead to the report to the January meeting, taking account of the
395 progress made this fall by the other advisory committees and
396 seeking to resolve differences in common draft provisions that seem
397 to involve more style than substance.

398 The argument for not proposing a general emergency rules
399 provision is that the measures of flexibility and discretion
400 deliberately and pervasively built into the Civil Rules have proved
401 adequate to the challenges presented by the Covid-19 pandemic.
402 Lawyers and courts, working together, have made use of remote means
403 of communication to continue with effective pretrial work. Trials
404 present a greater challenge, but the rules may well accommodate any
405 practically workable approaches that may be adopted. It may suffice
406 to identify a few Civil Rules provisions that present
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407 insurmountable obstacles and address them directly without framing
408 a more general rule. This approach, however, will depend on
409 continuing experience with responses to pandemic circumstances and
410 on our ability to understand the lessons presented by experience.

411 At its most recent meeting, the subcommittee reached a
412 consensus of equipoise on the question whether a general emergency
413 rule should be proposed, either along the lines of the current
414 draft or in some other form.

415 Even if the conclusion is that it is better not to adopt a
416 general emergency rule, it will remain important to craft the best
417 general rule we can manage. Important advantages could be gained
418 from publishing a general rule for comment next summer even with a
419 recommendation that it not be adopted. Public comment may provide
420 a broader base of experience that identifies problems that we have
421 not yet considered, and also difficulties created by rules texts
422 that seem to impede suitable responses to the problems.

423 Drafting a general emergency rule has proceeded through a
424 series of stages. The first draft was very broad, looking for a
425 declaration of emergency at a level higher than action by a single
426 judge in a particular case, but recognizing great responsibilities
427 for both court and parties. This approach was whittled back. The
428 next steps presented alternatives. One version was to authorize
429 departures from any rule, subject to a list of rules that could not
430 be varied. The alternative version authorized departures only from
431 a specific list of rules.

432 Those versions were succeeded by the draft Rule 87 in the
433 agenda book. This draft authorizes only a small number of Emergency
434 Rules and provides specific texts for them. An Emergency Rule would
435 take the place of the general rule for the period covered by a
436 declaration of a rules emergency. Only six Emergency Rules are 
437 provided, and two of them are presented in overstrike form with a
438 suggestion that they should be considered but then dropped from the
439 set. The three Emergency Rules for service of process begin with
440 the full text of the present rule and add alternative means of
441 service that are available by court order. Emergency Rule 6(b)(2)
442 would allow the court to extend the time for making post-judgment
443 motions, but presents difficult issues of integration with
444 Appellate Rule 4(a)(4) that will require close work with the
445 Appellate Rules Committee. The remaining two address “open court”
446 provisions in Rules 43(a) and 77(b), but ongoing experience with
447 the Covid-19 pandemic suggests that the present rule texts have not
448 impeded courts from responding with all appropriate accommodations.

449 This draft was informed by general experience of committee and
450 subcommittee members, by reports from many sources that include
451 court opinions, and by responses to a general survey published by
452 the Administrative Office.
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453 The subcommittees for other advisory committees are taking
454 different approaches. The current Appellate Rule 2 draft is
455 essentially wide open, authorizing departure from any Appellate
456 Rule. The current draft Criminal Rule 62 is quite different,
457 listing the only rules that can be modified, prescribing the
458 greatest modifications that can be permitted, and allowing lesser 
459 modifications. It is “very careful, very locked down, very
460 specific.”

461 The report continued with the observation that there are good
462 reasons why different sets of rules should take different
463 approaches to an emergency rule. Common provisions are likely to
464 emerge, for equally good reasons. But the Appellate Rules operate
465 in a setting that may support broad freedom to adjust practice on
466 a nearly case-by-case basis. The Criminal Rules, on the other hand,
467 operate in a setting and internal tradition that impose grave
468 restraints arising from constitution, statute, received practice,
469 and the overwhelming importance of conviction for each defendant
470 that comes before the court. The Bankruptcy Rules involve some
471 functions that are nearly administrative, while other functions are
472 full-blown adversary proceedings that frequently rely on the Civil
473 Rules.

474 These differences among the contexts of the different sets of
475 rules will be an important influence in shaping the elements of
476 uniformity and divergence in the corresponding emergency rules.

477 Obviously common questions ask how to define an emergency and
478 who is responsible for declaring an emergency. In the end it may
479 seem that some variations are desirable, but the subcommittees have
480 worked hard to converge on common provisions.

481 Definitions of an emergency began with the formula in the
482 CARES Act invitation to rulemaking. An emergency would emerge when
483 the President declares a national emergency under the National
484 Emergencies Act. This formula was quickly discarded. One problem is
485 that national emergencies are declared with some frequency, and
486 some of them endure for many years. Most of them have no connection
487 to circumstances that may interfere with judicial functions. This
488 definition of an emergency would create no effective constraint on
489 the power to declare an emergency.

490 Another shortcoming of the national emergency approach is that
491 it does not respond to the prospect that many emergencies may arise
492 that severely impair court operations in a particular part of the
493 country. Severe weather events, local epidemics, a courthouse
494 bombing, civil unrest, disruptions of travel or electronic
495 communications, and still other events are familiar.

496 Recognizing the need to adapt to local or regional emergencies
497 might lead only to depending on emergency declarations by state or
498 local officials or legislatures. But that course, in common with
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499 the national emergency approach, would leave courts at the mercy of
500 the executive or perhaps legislative branches. It is better to rely
501 on judicial authority to address judicial needs.

502 Different judicial authorities have been considered. Reliance
503 might be placed on judges acting in individual cases; a district
504 court acting as a court or through its chief judge; a circuit court
505 acting as a court, through its chief judge, or through a circuit
506 council; or the Judicial Conference of the United States. Draft
507 Rule 87 and draft Criminal Rule 62 have settled on the Judicial
508 Conference as the sole body with authority to declare an emergency
509 and to establish its contours. The Bankruptcy Rules draft adds
510 other actors, and the Appellate Rules draft does not involve the
511 Judicial Conference except to authorize it to overrule a local
512 circuit emergency declaration.

513 The definition of an emergency began by speaking of a
514 “judicial emergency.” That term, however, is used in other contexts
515 that do not resemble the kinds of emergencies that may justify
516 departures from general rules texts. The several committees have
517 adopted instead the “rules emergency” term.

518 The rules emergency concept is functional. Draft Rule 87(a)
519 reads:

520 (a) RULES EMERGENCY. The Judicial Conference of the
521 United States may declare a rules emergency
522 when extraordinary circumstances relating to
523 public health or safety, or affecting physical
524 or electronic access to a court, substantially
525 impair the court’s ability to perform its
526 functions in compliance with these rules.

527 This formula was accepted from a Criminal Rule 62 draft. Criminal
528 Rule 62 goes on to add a further element:

529 and (2) no feasible alternative measures would eliminate
530 the impairment within a reasonable time.

531 The Criminal Rules Subcommittee report says clearly that this
532 element refers only to alternative measures that are in compliance
533 with the Criminal Rules. The Civil Rules Subcommittee believes that
534 alternatives must be considered as an inherent part of determining
535 whether the court can perform its functions in compliance with the
536 rules. This added emphasis does not seem necessary — the Judicial
537 Conference can be trusted to proceed carefully and may be confusing
538 because it seems to add something different but actually does not.

539 A declaration of a rules emergency must designate the court or
540 courts affected by the emergency. This feature is common to all of
541 the sets of rules, recognizing the prospect of local or regional or
542 national emergencies. Rule 87(b)(2) allows a declaration to
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543 authorize only one of the Emergency Rules specifically defined in
544 Rule 87(c). The declaration must be limited to a stated period of
545 no more than 90 days. It “may be renewed through additional
546 declarations * * * for successive periods of no more than 90 days
547 * * * .” This renewal provision departs slightly from Criminal Rule
548 62(b)(3)(A), which allows the Judicial Conference to “issue
549 additional declarations if emergency conditions change or persist.” 
550 This variance is an example of the style issues that should be
551 worked out among the subcommittees before committee reports are
552 prepared for the January Standing Committee meeting. (The
553 provisions of Criminal Rule 62(c) appear to authorize specific
554 actions in the discretion of the court in a specific case. At least
555 two paragraphs in Rule 62(d) require authorization by the chief
556 judge of the district, or if the chief judge is not available the
557 most senior active judge of the district or the chief judge or
558 circuit justice of the circuit. These additional gatekeepers do not
559 fit into the structure of the current Civil Rule 87 draft, which
560 prescribes specific Emergency Rule texts that can be implemented in
561 any case by order of a court that is included in the declaration of
562 emergency.)

563 After this introduction, the first question was whether the
564 three Emergency Rule 4 provisions were created in response to
565 reports of real world difficulties in serving process. And have the
566 other subcommittees considered similar problems?

567 Judge Jordan responded that the Rule 4 provisions, and also
568 the Rule 6(b)(2) provision for extending the time for post-judgment
569 motions, did not emerge from empirical concerns. Instead they
570 emerged from a survey of all the rules that looked for absolute
571 requirements or limits that cannot be applied flexibly or varied as
572 a matter of discretion. Committee member Sellers drew up a long
573 list of possible barriers in the rules, but for now it appears that
574 few of them cannot be managed in ways that surmount or bypass the
575 barriers.

576 Professor Capra added that the Evidence Rules Committee
577 decided early on that there is no need for an emergency provision
578 in the Evidence Rules. Civil Rule 43(a) and the corresponding
579 Criminal Rule allow for remote testimony. The Evidence Rules
580 support that approach. And there are no other Evidence Rules
581 issues. The subcommittees for the other four advisory committees
582 began with quite different approaches, influenced by the structure,
583 character, and traditions of the different rules sets. But they
584 have continually moved closer together. At present, the proposed
585 revision of Appellate Rule 2 is quite open-ended. The Bankruptcy
586 rule focuses on the opportunity to extend the time limits for
587 acting under the rules. The Criminal Rules draft is developed in
588 more detail than the others, looking to such matters as the number
589 of alternate jurors, substitution of a summons for an arrest
590 warrant, bail hearings, and the like. “It’s a very careful rule.”
591 Some of the abundant differences are matters of style that will be
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592 resolved readily, at least for such simple matters as the rule
593 caption.

594 Other differences may lie at the margin of substance and style
595 — an example is that Criminal Rule 62(a) defines a rules emergency
596 in the abstract, and then relies on Rule 62(b) to authorize a
597 declaration of emergency. Civil Rule 87(a), on the other hand,
598 combines these elements by providing that the Judicial Conference
599 may declare a rules emergency “when” the elements of the definition
600 are satisfied.

601 The subcommittees have discussed at length a provision for a
602 “soft landing” when an emergency ends while an action begun under
603 authority of an emergency departure from the general rule has not
604 been completed. Civil Rule 87 may not need this provision, set out
605 in the current draft as subdivision (d), if the only Emergency
606 Rules that survive govern service of process. The provision may be
607 more important if Emergency Rule 6(b)(2) is adopted in some form,
608 addressing extension of the time for post-judgment motions and
609 affecting the time to appeal, but the provision might be
610 incorporated in the Emergency Rule text rather than carry forward
611 as a separate subdivision.

612 The Bankruptcy Rule draft authorizes declaration of an
613 emergency by the Judicial Conference, the chief judge of the
614 circuit, or the chief bankruptcy judge. Whether or not the
615 alternatives to the Judicial Conference make sense for Bankruptcy
616 Rules, they do not seem necessary for the Civil Rules.

617 Discussion progressed to the question whether to propose any
618 general emergency rule. It was noted that after considering the
619 long list of rules that might be so inflexible as to create
620 significant problems in a time of emergency, the subcommittee
621 concluded that almost all seem flexible enough, particularly when
622 combined with the sweeping provisions for pretrial orders in Rule
623 16. But the subcommittee surely does not have complete information
624 about experience in practice around the country. Publishing a
625 general rule proposal will be a good way to attract information
626 about rules that in fact have presented worrisome problems.

627 This comment concluded by noting that if some version of
628 Emergency Rule 6(b)(2) is adopted, it will be important to provide
629 a means of protecting against the possibility that the end of the
630 emergency might defeat both the right to prevail on the post-
631 judgment motion and any opportunity to appeal.

632 The Committee was reminded that a decision to recommend
633 against adoption of the best Rule 87 draft that can be crafted need
634 not mean abandoning the effort to protect against the problems
635 identified in the Emergency Rules spelled out in Rule 87(c). The
636 Rule 4 alternatives easily could be achieved by adopting them as
637 amendments of the corresponding present rules provisions, and doing
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638 so on the same time table as proposed for Rule 87. This possibility
639 may indeed be a reason for recommending against adoption of Rule
640 87. The post-judgment motions provision of Rule 87(c)(4) would be
641 more difficult to achieve as a stand-alone provision so long as it
642 does not seem wise to add some flexibility outside of emergency
643 circumstances. A revision limited to emergency circumstances would
644 have to provide some definition of the qualifying circumstances,
645 and if the word “emergency” is used there would be an obvious risk
646 of confusion with any general emergency rule provision adopted in
647 rules other than the Civil Rules.

648 Publication, even with a negative recommendation, was
649 supported by pointing out that “the situation is still evolving.”
650 Review of current experience seems to show that the Civil Rules are
651 so flexible as to adapt well to a nationwide emergency. But it may
652 be too early to rely on what we think we know about present
653 experience. Much might be learned in the public comment process.

654 This view was supplemented by a report that one participant
655 has sought out the experience of court clerks around the country.
656 No problems with Rule 4 or 6(b)(2) have been reported, and the view
657 is that the Civil Rules are working well.

658 Professor Capra reported that all of the other subcommittees
659 are moving forward toward recommending publication of a general
660 emergency rule, although that prospect is somewhat uncertain for
661 the Appellate Rules Committee. That will likely become clear after
662 their meeting next week.

663 Judge Jordan agreed that “there are excellent arguments for
664 putting it out there.” The experience and reactions of
665 practitioners can teach us. But so far, the Civil Rules seem to be
666 working quite well. In response to a question, he agreed that state
667 courts may provide valuable experience as well. The subcommittee
668 has not had time for a systematic survey of state experience, but
669 has considered the scraps of information that have become
670 available. Justice Lee noted that Utah has not found a need to
671 amend their civil rules, and added that good sources of information
672 will be the National Center for State Courts and the Conference of
673 Chief Justices. This discussion was extended, repeating the hope
674 that publication will provide the benefit of wider comments that
675 may spur the committee’s imagination.

676 Some doubt was expressed. There could be some value in
677 publishing a general emergency rule that the Committee recommends
678 not be adopted. But we must be sure to reassure judges and lawyers
679 that flexibility is available under the general rules as they are.
680 We are doing well so far.

681 Attention turned to the fit of Rule 87(d) with the rest of the
682 rule. It says that a “proceeding” not authorized by rule but
683 commenced under an emergency rule may be completed under the
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684 emergency rule when compliance with the rule would be infeasible or
685 work an injustice. Does service of process under any of the three
686 Emergency Rules 4 amount to a “proceeding”? Perhaps “procedure”
687 would be a better word. More generally, is this “soft landing”
688 provision necessary? Other subcommittees have similar provisions,
689 at least for the time being. But if Emergency Rule 6(b)(2) survives
690 through Rule 87(c)(4), it may be the only rule that needs this
691 survival provision. If so, subdivision (d) might be folded into
692 draft Rule 87(c)(4). But additional emergency rules may be added to
693 the list in the present draft. Subdivision (d) will remain as a
694 separate provision for the time being.

695 Discussion of Emergency Rule 6(b)(2) turned to the problem of
696 integration with Appellate Rule 4(a)(4)(A). What happens if a court
697 acts under the emergency rule to extend the time to file a post-
698 judgment motion? Does a motion filed under an extension qualify as
699 a motion filed within the time allowed by Rules 50, 52, 59, or 60
700 for purposes of Rule 4(a)(4)(A)? It was recognized that this
701 question must be addressed in tandem with the Appellate Rules
702 Committee. The Appellate Rules Committee Reporter, Professor
703 Hartnett, said that the question would be discussed at the upcoming
704 meeting of that committee. The subcommittees will work together to
705 ensure an appropriate integration of the rules.

706 A question was raised as to the fit of the three Emergency
707 Rules that take the place of the corresponding general provisions
708 in Rule 4 with the Bankruptcy Rules. Rule 4 applies to adversary
709 proceedings. The tentative answer was that there should not be a
710 problem. The Emergency rule takes the place of the general rule. It
711 should be absorbed into bankruptcy practice, remembering that the
712 additional means of service authorized by the Emergency Rules are
713 available only “if ordered by the court.”

714 The discussion of draft Rule 87 concluded with recognition
715 that the subcommittee will continue to pursue further development
716 in coordination with the other emergency rules subcommittees,
717 including attempts to achieve still greater uniformity. At the same
718 time, it was recognized that there may be advantages in presenting
719 different approaches to the Standing Committee in January.
720 Consideration of drafts that actually differ on some points may
721 provide a stronger basis for deliberation than a more abstract
722 description of drafting history and possible variations that remain
723 worthy of consideration.

724 MDL Subcommittee Report

725 Judge Dow, chair of the MDL Subcommittee, delivered the
726 Subcommittee Report.

727 Three issues remain on the subcommittee agenda: “Early
728 vetting”; adding new provisions to expand opportunities for
729 interlocutory appeals; and adopting explicit rules provisions for
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730 judicial involvement in settlement, perhaps conjoined with
731 provisions for appointing lead counsel that define lead counsel
732 functions, responsibilities, and compensation.

733 Early “vetting” “Early vetting” has encompassed a variety of
734 proposals that rest on the perception that MDL consolidations tend
735 to attract a worrisome fraction of cases that would not be brought
736 as stand-alone actions because there is no reasonable prospect of
737 success. The means of addressing this concern have evolved
738 continually in practice, largely as a result of cooperation among
739 plaintiffs and defendants with approval and adoption by MDL courts.
740 The means that have been adopted may indeed help to cull out cases
741 that lack merit, but they serve other purposes and are not always
742 used to achieve early dismissals of individual actions.

743 The major means of eliciting information about individual
744 cases involved into a practice of requiring “plaintiff fact
745 sheets.” This practice was widely, almost universally, adopted in
746 the MDLS that aggregated the greatest number of cases, particularly
747 in mass tort actions growing out of pharmaceutical products and
748 drugs. The form of the fact sheets was negotiated at length on a
749 case-by-case basis. It commonly took months to settle on the form,
750 and the form often called for a great deal of information.
751 Defendant fact sheets evolved in parallel.

752 More recently, a new approach called an “initial census” has
753 been tested. The initial census forms have tended to require less
754 detail than plaintiff fact sheets. They may be used to manage cases
755 by structuring initial disclosures, providing information that
756 helps in creating a leadership structure, identifying different
757 categories of claims, guiding first-wave discovery, and still more.
758 This practice is evolving and can spread from the initial few MDLs
759 that have embraced it to others as it proves successful and as MDL
760 practitioners carry it from one proceeding to another.

761 Judge Rosenberg described the initial census procedure she has
762 adopted for the Zantac MDL. The consolidated actions were
763 transferred to her in February, 2020. The first initial census
764 order was entered on April 2. It provides for a 2-page initial
765 census form, to be followed by a 4 -page “census-plus” form. All of
766 the forms are uploaded to a registry operated by a third-party
767 provider. The forms must be filed for all filed cases, and also for
768 claims by all clients of any attorney who applies for a leadership
769 position even though an action has not been filed. The 2-page forms
770 identify the category of the claims — personal injury, consumer,
771 medical monitoring. They identify the plaintiff, the kind of
772 product each plaintiff took, what type of physical injury is
773 alleged. The 4-page forms expand the information to identify what
774 drug was used when, where it was purchased, and what documentation
775 is available to support the allegations. Defendants simultaneously
776 provide census data. When the data provided by the defendants match
777 with the information provided by a plaintiff in the registry, that
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778 helps. It also helps if, for example, the plaintiff alleges
779 purchase of a product at a time when the product was not available.
780 There are now more than 600 filed actions, but tens of thousands
781 more claims are in the registry. It is much easier to manage the
782 600 actions than it would be to manage a proceeding that attracted
783 actual filings of tens of thousands more cases. The registry
784 provides another attraction for plaintiffs by tolling the statute
785 of limitations.

786 The initial census process, aided by Professor Jaime Dodge as
787 special master, is working well. It has been developed with the
788 collaboration of counsel and many agreed orders. The census
789 information “is a pillar of managing this MDL.” Information about
790 the types of claims helped in designating a leadership team that
791 represents different claim types and provides a balance of
792 expertise.

793 Judge Dow noted that other judges as well have reported
794 positive experiences with initial census procedures. There is a
795 real prospect that the work of the subcommittee through years of
796 participating in many meetings with MDL lawyer and judges has
797 helped focus attention and to promote progress in “early vetting”
798 practices.

799 Judge Rosenberg added that both sides in the Zantac MDL wanted
800 early vetting. There has been only one discovery dispute. The
801 initial census and registry have helped. “There is so much
802 voluntary exchange of information.”

803 A committee member asked whether it would be useful to attempt
804 to draft a court rule addressing initial census practices in MDL
805 proceedings, or whether it would be better to rely on judge
806 training, manuals, JPML guidance, and other devices to encourage
807 continued development? It was agreed that it is too early to make
808 this choice. It is important that there be a robust forum for
809 judges and practitioners to keep up with ongoing developments, with
810 widespread sharing of information. The question whether a formal
811 court rule would be helpful will remain on the agenda.

812 Interlocutory Appeals Judge Dow noted that the question whether
813 greater opportunities for interlocutory appeals should be made
814 available in MDL proceedings has occupied most of the
815 subcommittee’s attention for the last year. The subcommittee had
816 heard a lot about the topic from those involved in mass tort and
817 pharma MDLs, but not much from judges and lawyers involved in the
818 wide variety of other MDLs. A day-long meeting to hear from those
819 involved in these other types of MDLs was arranged by Professor
820 Dodge and her Emory institute last June. It involved many lawyers
821 the subcommittee had not heard from earlier, and both more MDL
822 judges and appellate judges.
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823 A few of the judges thought it might be helpful to do “some
824 tinkering at the margins” because the specific criteria for
825 discretionary interlocutory appeals under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) may
826 be too narrow to meet the needs of MDL proceedings. A larger group
827 thought there is no need to change — § 1292(b), Rule 54(b) partial
828 final judgments, and at times mandamus provide sufficient
829 opportunities for review. Even Rule 23(f) may help at times,
830 although it is limited to orders that grant or deny class-action
831 certification. Still others thought that the proposed cure is worse
832 than the disease. Interlocutory appeals impose often lengthy
833 delays, reduce the opportunities for coordination with parallel
834 state litigation as state courts become impatient with the delay,
835 and confuse continuing proceedings in the MDL court.

836 After considering these arguments, the subcommittee decided to
837 forgo any effort to expand interlocutory appeal opportunities by an
838 Enabling Act rule. Subcommittee members had disparate views at the
839 outset, but converged on this outcome. If this recommendation is
840 accepted, the proponents of expanded appeal opportunities will be
841 wise to attempt maximum use of current appeal opportunities. If
842 those efforts establish an empirical basis for new rules, the topic
843 can be taken up again.

844 Discussion concluded with the observation of a subcommittee
845 member that hard work had been done. “It was a comprehensive lot of
846 work. We looked at all the issues.”

847 Supervising Leadership and Reviewing Settlement The third subject
848 that remains at the front of the subcommittee agenda is framed by
849 a very preliminary sketch of a rule that would spell out the
850 authority routinely exercised by MDL courts in structuring
851 leadership responsibilities and compensation, and also address the
852 authority exercised by some MDL courts in reviewing and commenting
853 on settlement terms that are negotiated by lead counsel to be
854 offered to plaintiffs who are not their clients. The subcommittee
855 is only beginning to consider this topic. The draft rule was
856 created as a means of identifying issues and focusing discussion.
857 There is no sense whatever whether study of these issues will lead
858 to any proposal to recommend a new rule.

859 The extrinsic challenges to this undertaking are formidable.
860 Almost no one among experienced MDL practitioners wants it, either
861 those who typically represent plaintiffs or those who typically
862 represent defendants. Most experienced MDL judges do not want it,
863 and fear that any rule would impede the desirable evolution of
864 practice that has emerged from continuing efforts of counsel,
865 courts, and the JPML. The only support comes from a few MDL judges
866 and many academics who believe there is a serious need to provide
867 protections for individuals caught up in MDL proceedings that as a
868 practical matter function in much the same ways as class actions
869 without providing the protections that Rule 23 provides for class
870 members. On their view, the theoretical distinction between a class
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871 judgment or settlement that binds all class members and MDL
872 proceedings that require individual disposition or settlement of
873 each individual action is a distinction without practical meaning.

874 Equally formidable intrinsic challenges face any attempt to
875 draft a useful rule. Rule 23 provides a model for some of the
876 questions, but by no means all. Current practices reveal a number
877 of issues of professional responsibility that are in large part
878 confided to state law and that require sensitive judgment. And
879 apart from that, there is a risk of improper interference with
880 attorney-client relationships. The task would be to frame a rule
881 that does not stifle desirable practices but instead is authorizing
882 and liberating. The subcommittee has only begun to consider the
883 challenges.

884 The subcommittee is considering the possibility that, as with
885 its past work, important information and insights can be gained
886 from arranging another conference of judges and lawyers experienced
887 with these issues.

888 A committee member agreed that it will be desirable to gather
889 more information, and noted that “it is gentle to say that some
890 attorney-client relationships in MDLs are more real than others.
891 Some who nominally have a lawyer are not getting thoughtful
892 advice.”

893 The discussion concluded with the subcommittee’s agreement
894 that it should arrange to gather more information. All committee
895 members should help in identifying people who can provide a wide
896 range of views and experience at a meeting.

897 Appeal Finality After Consolidation Subcommittee Report

898 Judge Rosenberg delivered the report of the Joint Civil-
899 Appellate Subcommittee on Appeal Finality after Consolidation.

900 The subcommittee was formed to consider the potential impact
901 of the appeal finality ruling in Hall v. Hall, 138 S. Ct. 1118
902 (2018). The Court ruled that when originally independent actions
903 are consolidated under Rule 42(a), complete disposition of all
904 claims among all parties to what began as an independent action is
905 a final judgment for purposes of appeal. The appeal must be timely
906 taken or the opportunity for review is lost. This rule had been
907 followed by some circuits, but a large majority of circuits
908 followed one or another of three different approaches. The Court
909 relied on a consolidation statute enacted in 1813 that, long before
910 Rule 42 was adopted in 1938, established this rule as part of the
911 definition of what “consolidation” is. At the same time, the Court
912 noted that the determination whether this definition of finality
913 causes problems is better made in the Rules Enabling Act process
914 that in § 2072(c) establishes authority to adopt rules that define
915 when a ruling is final for the purposes of appeal under § 1291.
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916 The subcommittee has engaged the Federal Judicial Center and
917 Dr. Emery Lee to engage in docket research to identify the nature
918 of current Rule 42 consolidation practices and to look for related
919 appeal finality issues. The search included all civil actions filed
920 in 2015, 2016, and 2017. Not all of those actions have concluded,
921 but those years produced approximately equal numbers of actions
922 that terminated before Hall v. Hall was decided and actions
923 terminated after it was decided. That could provide a good basis
924 for comparing the effects of the new rule with the effects of the
925 prior rules.

926 Excluding MDL consolidations, the search found 20,730
927 originally independent actions that became consolidated into 5,953
928 “lead” actions. A sample of 400 lead actions was prepared that
929 included 385 that were suitable for study. Forty-eight percent of
930 the lead actions were resolved by settlement, and another nineteen
931 percent were voluntarily dismissed. The dispositions of those that
932 remained included nine in which an originally independent action
933 was finally concluded before final disposition of the whole
934 consolidated action. Appeals were taken in six of these. Study of
935 these cases did not reveal any appeal problems arising from the new
936 finality rule.

937 The subcommittee met in August. It recognized that the absence
938 of any identified appeal problems is not definitive. As a simple
939 example, a party may have wished to appeal only to discover that
940 appeal time had lapsed before the effects of the new rule were
941 recognized. But it would be costly to expand the sample drawn from
942 the 2015-2017 period, and still more costly to launch a study of
943 later years.

944 The subcommittee has launched informal inquiries to see what
945 can be learned from clerks’ offices in a few circuits with
946 representatives in the committee.

947 The rule in Hall v. Hall is clear. It should be easy to
948 follow, at least when it becomes clear in district court
949 proceedings that all elements of an originally independent action
950 have been resolved before final resolution of other parts of the
951 consolidation. But one difficulty may be that lawyers who have no
952 regular appellate practice may not know of it, or fail to remember
953 it in time. Other problems may be quite independent of appeal time
954 problems, and almost impossible to observe. The need to take an
955 immediate appeal may deprive the appellant of allies on appeal as
956 to issues that affect other parties whose cases have not been
957 completely resolved, interfere with efficient management of the
958 parts that remain in the district court, and face the court of
959 appeals with the prospect of two or even more appeals in the same
960 case.

961 The subcommittee will continue its work, recognizing that
962 there is no immediate need to consider rules changes. If changes
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963 are undertaken, the most likely approach will consider both Rule
964 42(a) and Rule 54(b). It will work to ensure that the liaison from
965 the Bankruptcy Rules Committee is kept in touch with this work,
966 given the impact any rules amendments will have on bankruptcy
967 practice.

968 Information Items

969 Judge Dow noted that the meeting was switching to consider
970 information items. The information items include some familiar
971 topics that might have advanced further had it not been for
972 pandemic circumstances in general and the need to devote special
973 efforts to the CARES Act emergency rule work.

974 Rule 4(c)(3)

975 Rule 4(c)(3) may be ambiguous on the question whether the
976 plaintiff in an in forma pauperis or seaman’s action must move for
977 an order for service of process by the marshal or whether the court
978 most make the order without a motion. This topic was added to the
979 agenda on a suggestion in the January, 2019 Standing Committee
980 meeting.

981 It is easy to draft around the ambiguity. The rule could
982 clearly adopt one of at least three options: The plaintiff must
983 move for an order; the court must make the order without a motion;
984 or there is no need for an order — the marshal must make service
985 whenever i.f.p. status is accorded or a seaman is a plaintiff.

986 Choice among the alternatives is not so easy. Making service
987 is a burden on the Marshals Service, particularly in districts that
988 include large sparsely populated areas. When counsel is appointed,
989 it appears that counsel frequently prefer to make service. Efforts
990 have been undertaken to learn more from the Marshals Service, but
991 the current pandemic has impeded those efforts. Better information
992 may yet be available

993 One additional reason to carry this subject forward is the
994 work of the CARES Act Subcommittee. One of the possibilities being
995 studied by the subcommittee is a general revision of Rule 4 that
996 would expand opportunities to make service by mail or commercial
997 carrier. An amended rule could be drafted in a way that authorizes
998 electronic service in circumstances that include sufficient
999 assurances of actual receipt. If such rules come to be adopted, it

1000 may be possible for service to be made as a routine function of the
1001 clerk’s office, acting under the authority of § 1915(d).

1002 Judge Dow noted that the Northern District of Illinois has an
1003 informal arrangement with the United States Attorney to accept
1004 service in certain i.f.p. cases.

1005 This topic will be carried forward.
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1006 Rule 17(d)

1007 An outside proposal suggested that Rule 17(d) be amended to
1008 require using the official title rather than the name of a public
1009 official who sues, or is sued, in an official capacity:

1010 A public officer who sues or is sued in an official
1011 capacity may must be designated by official title rather
1012 than by name, but the court may order that the officer’s
1013 name be added.

1014 Two primary reasons were offered to support this proposal. The
1015 first is that it will avoid the need for an automatic substitution
1016 of the successor in office when the originally named officer leaves
1017 the office. The second is that retaining a single caption will make
1018 it easier to track the progress of a case by name without having to
1019 adjust for what may be a long chain of successive officers.

1020 This proposal was discussed at the April meeting, leaving the
1021 matter uncertain. The advantages seem worthy. But there are
1022 potential disadvantages.

1023 One range of difficulties arises from the uncertainty as to
1024 just when an “official title” represents an office that can be sued
1025 independently of the incumbent. Rule 17(d) applies to plaintiff and
1026 defendant officers, whether federal, state, or local. Many of them
1027 have titles. Whether the title represents something more than an
1028 adjective for the job may be uncertain. An official might have the
1029 capacity to claim benefits for a public entity, or to take remedial
1030 action when ordered by the court, but not have a status that
1031 carries over to a successor. Allowing a plaintiff to choose between
1032 official title and name may avoid complicated disputes. In
1033 addition, special problems arise when a public officer is sued as
1034 a substitute for suing a state under the fiction of Ex parte Young
1035 that the action is not one against the state. The Committee Note to
1036 the 1961 amendments of Rule 25 suggests a confident view that these
1037 problems are not significant, but it may be better to avoid the
1038 arguments that might be made when suit is effectively brought
1039 against an office described by an officer’s title.

1040 The earlier discussion suggested that few practical problems
1041 arise from automatic substitution under Rule 25. The process is
1042 usually seamless. If so, there is little reason to revise a
1043 practice that has endured for many years.

1044 Discussion began with comments for the Department of Justice
1045 opposing the proposal. “The real world is more complicated than a
1046 job title.” Consider a range in one familiar setting: there may be
1047 an Attorney General who has been confirmed in office by the Senate.
1048 Or there may be an Acting Attorney General, also officially
1049 approved in that post. Or there may be inferior officials who
1050 perform the duties of those offices but are not entitled to be
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1051 called “acting.” “There is no off-the-shelf alternative.”

1052 A different suggestion was that substituting “must” may
1053 confuse unsophisticated litigants, particularly pro se plaintiffs,
1054 who believe that the rule not only describes naming practices but
1055 also requires the plaintiff to sue a defendant that the plaintiff
1056 otherwise would not choose to sue.

1057 The question was put: do members of the committee believe that
1058 further efforts should be made to gather more information? And
1059 where might we look for it?

1060 The answer was that there is little reason to look further.
1061 This topic will be removed from the agenda.

1062 Rule 5(d)(3)(B)

1063 Rule 5(d) was amended in 2018 to govern electronic filing. It
1064 distinguishes between parties that are represented by an attorney
1065 and unrepresented parties. The prospect that unrepresented parties
1066 should have reasonably free access to electronic filing was
1067 discussed at some length. It was recognized that when done
1068 properly, electronic filing is a benefit to the party that files,
1069 to all other parties, and to the court. But the committee — and
1070 other advisory committees that worked on parallel proposals at the
1071 same time — was concerned that unsophisticated pro se filers could
1072 create significant problems. The outcome was to allow electronic
1073 filing only if allowed by court order or by local rule.

1074 The Covid-19 pandemic created many circumstances that made
1075 physical filing still more difficult. The problems included the
1076 need to risk exposure to the virus in making a filing. Some courts
1077 responded by expanding the opportunities for electronic filing. The
1078 question is whether this experience provides reasons to reconsider
1079 Rule 5(d)(3).

1080 Susan Soong surveyed the district court clerks within the 9th
1081 Circuit to gather their experiences. The common element was the
1082 belief that Rule 5(d)(3) is flexible enough to enable a district to
1083 establish the practices that best fit its circumstances. The
1084 Northern District of California has adopted a local rule that
1085 presumes electronic filing is permissible. Other courts rely
1086 instead on e-mail filing, a process that requires more work in the
1087 clerk’s office and lacks the safeguards that protect direct
1088 electronic filing. In all, it seems desirable to take more time to
1089 gather information on experience around the country.

1090 The Committee agreed to carry this topic forward on the
1091 agenda.
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1092 In Forma Pauperis Disclosures

1093 Last October the Committee considered a lengthy set of
1094 proposals to establish uniform standards for in forma pauperis
1095 status and adopt other new measures. One part of the proposals
1096 challenged on several fronts the information required by common
1097 i.f.p. application forms, including the forms offered as models by
1098 the Administrative Office. The Committee concluded that these
1099 proposals should be removed from the agenda, as matters better
1100 studied in the first instance by the Administrative Office forms
1101 committee and perhaps the Committee on Court Administration and
1102 Case Management. The only qualification was that the Committee
1103 should continue to follow deliberations in the Appellate Rules
1104 Committee. Appellate Rules Form 4 calls for extensive disclosures
1105 and is being studied by the Appellate Rules Committee.

1106 The topic has returned with a direct challenge to the many
1107 items of information that Appellate Form 4 requires be disclosed as
1108 to a party’s spouse. The party must disclose such items as a
1109 spouse’s income from diverse sources, gifts, alimony, child
1110 support, public assistance, and still others; the spouse’s
1111 employment history; the spouse’s cash and money in bank accounts or
1112 in “any other financial institution”; the spouse’s other assets;
1113 and persons who owe money to the spouse and how much. The challenge
1114 asserts that requiring these disclosures violates the
1115 constitutional rights of the spouse and also the party.

1116 No action is called for now. The topic will carry forward to
1117 consider the deliberations of the Appellate Rules Committee.

1118 Rule 6(a)(4)(A): End of the Last Day

1119 The several committees have a subcommittee that is studying
1120 the provisions that, like Rule 6(a)(4)(A), set the end of the last
1121 day for electronic filing “at midnight in the court’s time zone.”

1122 The project was inspired by court rules in Delaware and in the
1123 District of Delaware that set earlier times. One possibility would
1124 be to set the time for electronic filing at the close of the
1125 clerk’s physical office.

1126 Further work by the subcommittee is on hold pending completion
1127 of an elaborate study undertaken by the Federal Judicial Center to
1128 learn a great deal about actual filing patterns. Among the
1129 questions are the frequency of last-day electronic filings after
1130 regular office hours, whether differences can be identified among
1131 the types of actions and firms that file after regular office
1132 hours, and what practices have developed with “drop boxes” outside
1133 clerks’ offices. Attorneys’ experiences and evaluations also are
1134 being sought.
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1135 Subcommittee work is expected to resume when the FJC provides
1136 enough information to support further deliberations.

1137 Rule 9(b): Pleading Conditions of Mind

1138 This topic came to the agenda as a suggestion by Dean Spencer,
1139 a Committee member, based on a law review article he wrote that
1140 proposes amending Rule 9(b)’s second sentence: “Malice, intent,
1141 knowledge, and other conditions of a person’s mind may be alleged
1142 generally.” The amendment would change this to read: “may be
1143 alleged generally without setting forth the facts or circumstances
1144 from which the condition may be inferred.”

1145 Dean Spencer provided an overview of the article, A. Benjamin
1146 Spencer, Pleading Conditions of the Mind under Rule 9(b): Repairing
1147 the Damage Wrought by Iqbal, 41 Cardozo L. Rev. 2015 (2020). As the
1148 title suggests, the article addresses the interpretation of Rule
1149 9(b) adopted in Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 686-687 (2009).
1150 The plaintiff alleged discriminatory intent in placing him in
1151 administrative maximum security confinement, relying on the
1152 provision that intent can be alleged generally. The Court ruled
1153 that a simple allegation of discriminatory intent is a mere
1154 conclusion that fails under the pleading standards established by
1155 the decision for Rule 8(a)(2). “Generally” is used in Rule 9(b)
1156 only to distinguish allegations of intent from the first sentence:
1157 “In alleging fraud or mistake, a party must state with
1158 particularity the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake.”

1159 The Court’s interpretation seems to defy the ordinary meaning
1160 of generally. It “is not defensible in language or history.” But
1161 lower courts are implementing the Court’s interpretation, many of
1162 them “with zeal.” A plaintiff must allege facts from which malice,
1163 intent, knowledge, or another condition of mind can be inferred.
1164 The effect places undesirable obstacles in the way of many
1165 plaintiffs, who cannot plead sufficient facts without access to
1166 discovery.

1167 The Court’s interpretation also ignores the meaning described
1168 by the 1938 Committee Note. The Committee Note invokes a British
1169 statute. The statute in its own terms and in its consistent
1170 interpretation has allowed a simple allegation of intent or the
1171 like as a fact. The proposed revision of Rule 9(b) draws
1172 substantially from the language of the British statute.

1173 Brief comments followed. The Iqbal standard has been found
1174 helpful in bankruptcy practice, which involves many attempts to
1175 spin nonpayment claims into fraud claims to avoid discharge.

1176 Skepticism was expressed about the proposed language on the
1177 ground that it seems to fall below the general Twombly-Iqbal
1178 pleading standard. Perhaps new language should be found that
1179 establishes an “in-between” standard.
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1180 This item was added to the agenda to prepare the way for
1181 discussion and possible action at the spring meeting. The Committee
1182 agreed that it should be carried forward for close study.

1183 Rule 26(b)(5)(A): Privilege Logs

1184 Two outside suggestions, 20-CV-R, and 20-CV-DD which draws on
1185 the first, describe practical difficulties in compiling privilege
1186 logs and suggest that amendments are in order. The vast and
1187 continually growing expansion of electronic discovery has generated
1188 pressures that add great expense while yielding unsatisfactory logs
1189 that in turn generate unnecessary litigation.

1190 Professor Marcus presented the topic. Rule 26(b)(5)(A) was
1191 adopted in 1993 to address the problem of over-reliance on general
1192 claims of privilege that did not even inform other parties whether
1193 anything was actually being withheld from discovery. The topic was
1194 considered in 2008, without finding any way to improve the rule
1195 text.

1196 The central question is whether it is possible to do something
1197 that is more helpful than the present rule? No one wants to go back
1198 to practice as it was before 1993. Leading judges have observed
1199 that privilege logs are expensive but are largely worthless. The
1200 constant laments about cost, however, may be overblown. A party
1201 responding to a discovery request must search all the information
1202 that is responsive and relevant. Then the information must be
1203 screened if anything is to be withheld as privileged or protected
1204 as work product. How much extra does it cost to compile a log of
1205 the items that have been determined to be privileged or protected?

1206 Another element bears on the question whether an amendment
1207 should be proposed. As with so many other discovery issues, lawyers
1208 generally work out the problems. That may work better than anything
1209 that could be captured in rule text.

1210 In short, three questions should be addressed: How big is the
1211 problem? Are people in fact working out the problems that do arise?
1212 Even if the problems are worked out, is there something to be
1213 learned by studying the process that can be captured in new rule
1214 text that reduces the number of problems and eases the way to
1215 resolving the problems that remain?

1216 A judge started the conversation by observing that he does not
1217 see much of these problems, but important information is likely to
1218 be better known to litigators and magistrate judges.

1219 A committee member said that privilege logs are a huge
1220 practical problem. With electronic discovery there are privilege
1221 logs with millions of lines. We may be able to do something that
1222 helps.
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1223 Another committee member agreed that this is a hot topic.
1224 Privilege disputes are a bane for plaintiffs, defendants, and
1225 judges. Back in 2009 there was a sudden enthusiasm for logging
1226 documents by categories, but the experiment failed in practice.
1227 More information was needed to evaluate the claims of privilege or
1228 protection than could be gleaned from categorical descriptions.
1229 “Where is this a problem? Where not?” Electronic discovery may
1230 facilitate review, but it is necessary to know what has been
1231 withheld in order to challenge the assertion of privilege or other
1232 protection. Thousands of log pages may reveal nothing. Courts do
1233 not want to do in camera reviews.

1234 Two more member lawyers agreed that there are many concerns
1235 with privilege logs. Further study is indicated.

1236 A judge said that a lot of time is spent with privilege logs.
1237 Some are useful. Some are not. They are time consuming. The
1238 question should be studied further.

1239 Judge Dow closed the discussion by agreeing that further study
1240 will be done, and by thanking Lawyers for Civil Justice and
1241 Jonathan Redgrave for raising these matters for attention.

1242 Rule 45: Nationwide Subpoenas

1243 This question arises from federal statutes that authorize
1244 nationwide service of subpoenas. Among the statutes, it seems
1245 likely that more actions arise under the False Claims Act than any
1246 of the others.

1247 Nationwide service seems designed to include nationwide
1248 compliance. A majority of the decisions agree. The False Claims Act
1249 provision was added in 1978 on a recommendation by the Department
1250 of Justice. The problem described by the Department was that a
1251 False Claims Act action often depends on the testimony of many
1252 witnesses located all around the country, outside the state where
1253 the court is located. They need to be brought to the trial.

1254 The question is whether the 2013 amendments of Rule 45
1255 inadvertently created an uncertainty as to enforcing these
1256 nationwide statutory subpoenas. One feature of the amendments was
1257 to eliminate the “3-ring circus” that required issuance of a
1258 discovery or trial subpoena from the court where the witness is to
1259 be served, even though the action is pending in a different federal
1260 court. Rule 45 now provides nationwide service of subpoenas issued
1261 by the court where the action is pending. The problem, however,
1262 arises from the provisions of Rule 45(c) that seem to limit the
1263 place of compliance far short of statutory nationwide compliance
1264 provisions. These provisions were carried forward from the earlier
1265 rule, with modest changes. Neither the former rule nor the current
1266 rule address compliance with statutory nationwide subpoenas.
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1267 There was no intent to supersede the statutes. Before 2013,
1268 former Rule 45(b)(2)(D) authorized service of a subpoena “at any
1269 place * * * that the court authorizes on motion and for good cause,
1270 if a federal statute so provides.” It addressed only service, not
1271 the place for compliance. It was omitted because Rule 45(b)(2) now
1272 provides that “[a] subpoena may be served at any place within the
1273 United States.” The new rule, indeed, does not carry forward the
1274 former provision that seemed to limit statutory authority by
1275 requiring a motion and good cause.

1276 The question is whether Rule 45(c) should be amended to
1277 clarify a question that has never been directly addressed by the
1278 rule. No one has suggested that Rule 45(c) should limit the reach
1279 of statutes that provide for nationwide compliance. Need that be
1280 stated in explicit new rule text?

1281 The Department of Justice stated that no problems have been
1282 encountered in False Claims Act cases, and advised that there is no
1283 need to amend Rule 45.

1284 This item was removed from the agenda.

1285 Sealing Court Records

1286 Professor Marcus introduced 20-CV-T, a proposal by Professor
1287 Eugene Volokh for a new Rule 5.3 to govern filing documents under
1288 seal. This proposal is joined by the Reporters Committee for
1289 Freedom of the Press and the Electronic Frontier Foundation. The
1290 draft rule that accompanies the proposal begins with a presumption
1291 that all documents filed in a case shall be open to the public. It
1292 adds “an especially strong presumption” as to several categories of
1293 filings, including those “that are relevant or material to judicial
1294 decisionmaking or prospective judicial decision1making.”

1295 The concern that underlies this proposal is that too many
1296 documents are sealed in federal courts, and that initially
1297 justified seals are maintained for too long after the reasons for
1298 sealing have vanished.

1299 The proposal recognizes that all federal courts understand the
1300 common-law and First Amendment constraints that limit sealing
1301 practices. It notes that a large majority of federal courts have
1302 local district rules that address sealing. But it urges that
1303 mistakes are made, even with agreement on general principles.

1304 One effect of a national rule would be to jeopardize all parts
1305 of current local rules that are not consistent with, or that
1306 duplicate, the national rule.

1307 The proposed rule would allow any member of the public to move
1308 to unseal at any time. It provides that all sealed documents will
1309 be deemed unsealed 60 days after final disposition of a case,
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1310 unless the seal is renewed. A motion to renew must be filed 30 days
1311 before the expected unsealing date. Several other demanding
1312 requirements are included. One requirement is that the court not
1313 rule on a motion to seal until at least 7 days after the motion is
1314 posted on the court’s website “or on a centralized website
1315 maintained by several courts.”

1316 The question is whether this topic should be retained on the
1317 agenda for further work. The FJC did a detailed study of sealed
1318 dockets — a matter distinct from, but related to sealed documents
1319 — in 2007. The only problem it found was frequent failure to unseal
1320 warrants after the need for protection expired.

1321 The first comment was that sealing comes up with actions to
1322 enforce arbitration awards. Confidentiality is one of the key
1323 reasons for resorting to arbitration. A general rule addressing
1324 sealing could have a real and undesirable impact on arbitration
1325 practices.

1326 Another member noted that the 2007 FJC study resulted in a
1327 booklet on sealed cases. That is a different problem from sealed
1328 documents within a case. One phenomenon is that discovery documents
1329 commonly are not filed when produced, but are filed later. If they
1330 were governed by a confidentiality order before filing,should there
1331 be a presumption that the protection carries over after filing? The
1332 District of Minnesota has a local rule. The rule works, but
1333 involves a lot of effort. The proposed rule “would drive a lot of
1334 parties out of court.” It is useful to work through these problems
1335 at the district court level. And it should be remembered that often
1336 a document is filed by a party that does not have an interest in
1337 confidentiality, posing problems for another party or nonparty that
1338 does have an interest.

1339 Another judge supported the proposal. “What we do is important
1340 to many people. We should be as transparent as possible.” The
1341 public should know who the parties to an action are. It would be
1342 useful to explore a rule establishing a presumption of openness.

1343 The Department of Justice understands the open government
1344 aspects of sealing. But account must be taken of the False Claims
1345 Act, which directs that a qui tam action be filed under seal. Any
1346 rule must be drafted to take statutory issues into account.

1347 These problems arise as well at the appellate level. There are
1348 particular problems in complex cases where all parties share an
1349 interest in confidentiality. There may be difficulties, however,
1350 with “shifting burdens around.”

1351 The Appellate Rules Committee studied sealing a few years ago.
1352 It found considerable differences among the circuits. The Seventh
1353 Circuit has a strong policy of openness. Other circuits do not. And
1354 many circuits have strong views about their own approaches. In the
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1355 end the Appellate Rules Committee decided that its Chair, Judge
1356 Sutton, should write a letter to the chief circuit judges
1357 describing three categories of approaches. Several circuits treat
1358 materials that were sealed below as presumptively sealed on appeal.
1359 The Seventh Circuit applies an opposite presumption, unsealing all
1360 materials in the appellate record unless a party requests omission
1361 of the material from the record as not germane to the appeal or
1362 moves the court of appeals to seal. The D.C. Circuit and the
1363 Federal Circuit require the parties to jointly identify parts of
1364 the record that need not be sealed on appeal, and to present that
1365 agreement to the court below.

1366 Discussion concluded on the question whether there are
1367 divergences in district court practice that should be addressed by
1368 a new Civil Rule? Some help may be found in studying local district
1369 rules. Perhaps the Rules Law Clerk can be enlisted in this task.

1370 Rule 15(a)(1)(B)

1371 Rule 15(a)(1)(B) provides an illustration of a drafting mishap
1372 that is easily fixed. The question whether to undertake the fix
1373 divides into two parts: How much real-world trouble is likely to be
1374 generated by the mishap? And what should be the threshold for
1375 adding yet another amendment to the steady flow of amendments that
1376 compete for the attention of bench and bar?

1377 Rule 15(a)(1):

1378 (1) Amending as a Matter of Course. A party may amend
1379 its pleading once as a matter of course within:
1380 (A) 21 days after serving it, or
1381 (B) if the pleading is one to which a responsive
1382 pleading is required, 21 days after service of
1383 a responsive pleading or 21 days after service
1384 of a motion under Rule 12(b), (e), or (f),
1385 whichever is earlier.

1386 The culprit is “within.” It works well for (A) — the 21-day
1387 period begins with service of the pleading. But taken literally, it
1388 creates an odd gap that opens the period, closes it, and then
1389 reopens it. An amendment within 21 days after serving a pleading to
1390 which a responsive pleading is required is allowed by (A). But (B)
1391 starts a new period of 21 days after service of a responsive
1392 pleading or one of the enumerated Rule 12 motions. Service of the
1393 responsive pleading or motion may be made after 21 days from
1394 service of the original pleading, whether as a matter of laxity,
1395 party agreement, order, or a 60- or even 90-day period set by Rule
1396 12(a). Counting 21 days from service of the responsive pleading or
1397 motion begins on service; anything before that is not “within” 21
1398 days “after” service. The right to amend once as a matter of
1399 course, having expired, is revived. But in between, literal reading
1400 of the rule would require leave of court under Rule 15(a)(2).
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1401 The result mandated by literal reading makes no sense. The
1402 right to amend once as a matter of course should begin with serving
1403 the pleading and carry through uninterrupted until 21 days after
1404 service of the responsive pleading or Rule 12 motion. This reading
1405 makes so much sense that it must be asked whether anyone could be
1406 misled, unless it be for the purpose of pointless motion practice.

1407 Alas, it appears that several courts have been forced to
1408 struggle with this question. How many litigants have wrestled with
1409 it, even if only to come to the inevitably correct conclusion, can
1410 only be guessed.

1411  The cure is simple. “no later than” can be substituted for
1412 “within.” That leaves no doubt.

1413 The Committee agreed that the proposed amendment should be
1414 advanced with a recommendation to publish when the proposal can be
1415 added to a package that includes other proposals. It is not so
1416 urgent as to be published alone without any companion proposals.

1417 Rule 72(b)(1)

1418 Rule 72(b)(1) provides that a magistrate judge must enter a
1419 recommended disposition of a pretrial matter covered by the rule,
1420 and that “[t]he clerk must promptly mail a copy to each party.”

1421 Mailing a copy is inefficient.  Rule 77(d)(1) provides that
1422 immediately after entering an order or judgment, “the clerk must
1423 serve notice of the entry, as provided by Rule 5(b), on each party
1424 * * *.” Criminal Rule 59(b)(1), which addresses a magistrate
1425 judge’s recommendation for disposing of dispositive matters, is
1426 similar, directing the clerk to serve copies on all parties.

1427 Rule 72(b)(1) somehow was overlooked when Rule 77(d)(1) was
1428 revised. This is another illustration of a rule that can readily be
1429 improved.

1430 The Committee approved a proposal to amend Rule 72(b)(1), to
1431 be recommended for publication when it can be added to a package
1432 that includes other proposals. The amended rule would read:

1433  * * * The clerk must immediately serve a copy on each
1434 party as provided in Rule 5(b).

1435 Mandatory Initial Discovery Pilot Projects

1436 The mandatory initial discovery pilot projects in the District
1437 of Arizona and the Northern District of Illinois stopped assigning
1438 new cases to the pilot in May and June.

1439 Dr. Lee provided a description of progress in the ongoing FJC
1440 project to evaluate the projects.
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1441 About 20% of the pilot project cases remain pending. The FJC
1442 will continue to track them.

1443 The FJC surveys attorneys in pilot project cases after their
1444 cases conclude. The response rate in the most recent survey, which
1445 was completed during the Covid-19 pandemic, came gratifyingly close
1446 to the response rate in the last survey completed before the
1447 pandemic.

1448 The preliminary results of the FJC work “are tricky, so do not
1449 make too much of them.”

1450 There can be disputes about the initial discovery disclosures.
1451 One way to identify them is by looking to the Rule 26(f) reports.
1452 “We aren’t finding many.” Other matters are described in the letter
1453 in the agenda materials.

1454 Judge Dow expressed pleasure that the Northern District of
1455 Illinois had participated in the project, but thought it wise to
1456 defer any comments until the FJC provides a final report.

1457 The next meeting will be held, in person at a place yet to be
1458 determined, or by an online platform, during the week of March 22-
1459 26 next year.

1460 Respectfully submitted

1461                             Edward H. Cooper
1462 Reporter
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